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Log Line: Damian, a man surrounded by people who push him 
to the breaking point and into a support group called 
A.S.K. The Association of Serial Killers.

Synopsis: Damian our Anti-Hero, is on a journey to gain 
self-confidence, rid himself of his paralyzing anxiety, 
and to achieve his ultimate goal of becoming a person that 
others can admire and look up to. An overbearing mother, 
pretentious friends, and cut throat coworkers keep him in 
a constant state of turmoil and anxiety. Damian’s life 
begins to change when he meets Glen who invites him to 
join his support group called “A.S.K.” At first, the 
members of A.S.K. seem to be your basic support group 
junkies until one of them gets up and says, “Hi my name is 
Andrew, and I’m a serial killer”.

Physical Universe of the Show:
The physical universe of the show takes place in Los 
Angeles and its surrounding areas every where from Beverly 
Hills to Compton. Also later, the series takes us to an 
international level with cities such as London, Paris, 
Rome, and Tokyo as well as other foreign countries. All 
this is due to the A.S.K. Group being worldwide. 

Thematic Universe and Tone:
The thematic universe of A.S.K. takes a look at the human 
condition and what motivates people to do what they do, 
and how people justify what they do to get what they want.  
A.S.K. uses humor to explore social taboos and norms by 
turning them upside down. A.S.K. takes the character of 
Damian, your average guy and puts him in everyday 
situations, that lead him to explore creative and unusual 
ways to fix his problems. A.S.K. also shows how the right 
intentions don’t always lead you to the right place and 
how sometimes making what everyone else would consider the 
wrong choice, can lead someone to their destiny.

The overall tone of the show is gritty, fast paced, and 
filled with adult dark comedy. Using humor to explore 
ideas and ask questions that others might not even think 
to ask. For instance, what is it that drives someone to 
solve their problems in ways that others would find 
unthinkable. What moments in life lead a person to become 
who they become. A.S.K. deals with serial killers so there 
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will be a little blood and some dead bodies but all done 
under the guise of humor, like taking out those who most 
of us have thought at one time or another the world could 
do without. In conclusion, A.S.K. will explore the 
question “Where do you draw the line and how is that 
different for each person and why?”. 

The Characters:

GLEN: The founder of A.S.K., The Association of Serial 
Killers. A devilishly handsome man in his sixties. Glen is 
the used car salesman of self-help, thinks there is 
nothing a good pro and con chart can’t solve. A team 
building guy who goes to other offices and helps the 
employees work as a team, by having them participate in 
stupid group activities. Glen uses the same techniques to 
help serial killers as he does to help office workers 
connect.

DAMIAN: A forty year old I.T. guy who is more comfortable 
with computers than with people. He is socially awkward, 
especially around women, and he freaks out when he has to 
interact with them. The only “woman” Damian can talk to is 
Miss Sushi, his tropical fish. He joins the group A.S.K. 
when he meets its founder Glen, who convinces him that 
A.S.K. can help. Damian is our anti-hero who will go from 
a socially awkward mess to a top notch serial killer.

SARAH: Beautiful as she is crazy. Sarah is an actress in 
her thirties. She has done a few guest starring roles but 
is not a recognized actress yet. For Sarah the line 
between the real world and the acting world is very thin. 
Sometimes she is not clear on which one she is in at the 
moment.

CATHARINE: Damian’s mother. Catharine is in her sixties 
but looks good for her age and is your typical Beverly 
Hills house wife. She should never have been a mother, she 
feels burdened by her children and does not hide her 
contempt for them. However, she does feel she would win 
the best mother of the year contest if there was one. She 
has a razor sharp tongue and lashes out at the worst 
possible moments.
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CHRIS: Damian’s best friend since Junior High, back when 
they were both more like Damian still is now. Chris is an 
almost famous actor in his forties, who looks like he was 
made to be People Magazine’s “Sexiest Man Alive.” Chris is 
the whole package and he knows it. Chris is like a big 
brother to Damian and a loyal friend because it reminds 
him of how far he has come. Weekly they meet at a cafe 
called “My Favorite Spot”.

BARBARA: A woman in her sixties who is involved in 
Interpol and a known kleptomaniac. She is the CEO of Make-
Up A Broad and is married to Randolph Ross. Barbara is 
also Catharine’s sister and Damian’s Aunt.

RANDOLPH ROSS: Mr. Ross as he is known, is the co-owner of 
Make-Up A Broad and Damian’s boss. An attractive man in 
his sixties who still acts like a young playboy. He puts 
the sex in sexual harassment, but it’s all talk. 

BRADFORD: A handsome man in his mid-forties who is single 
and always on the hunt. He is Barbara and Randolph's son. 
He is a misogynistic trust fund baby who is in charge of 
public relations for Make-Up A Broad.  

ALICEE: Works for Make-Up A Broad and is Mr. Ross’s 
personal assistant. An overtly sexy brunette in her 
thirties. Alicee is the type of woman who is accustomed to 
getting exactly what she wants, when she wants it, and 
knows exactly how to get it. She uses her sexuality as a 
weapon and it is always locked and loaded.

PATIENCE: A gorgeous woman in her thirties and Barbara’s 
right arm of Make-Up A Broad. Don’t let the name fool you 
she is anything but. She is annoyed by everyone and 
everything. She lives to complain and is the happiest when 
she is complaining. She is always looking for ways to get 
out of doing anything, and if she can get someone else in 
trouble, she considers the day a success.

LESLEE: A brainy and beautiful woman in her late twenties 
to early thirties. She works at Make-Up A Broad as the 
make-up case designer of the company. Think the sexy 
scientist with her own lab.
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BRENDA: A pretty woman in her late twenties to early 
thirties, who is the receptionist at Make-Up A Broad.
Brenda is a runway model with massive martial arts skills.

VIVIAN: A member of A.S.K. A woman in her late forties to 
early fifties. Vivian is a “cougar” who exudes confidence 
and sexuality. A paparazzi who despises actors. She takes 
them out in ways that look like accidents, then takes 
pictures of them, and sells the pictures to the tabloids. 
Ever the consummate professional photographer, Vivian is 
always on the lookout for her next apprentice.

WARREN: A member of A.S.K. and Glen’s right hand man. 
Warren is a dapper yet rugged man in his late forties to 
mid-fifties. Warren would be the peace maker if a group of 
serial killers would have such a thing. However, make no 
mistake, he would kill you in a New York minute if you 
crossed him. He can go from teddy bear to grizzly bear in 
a second and back again. Warren is an experienced serial 
killer who is respected by everyone in the group. During 
the day he is a publicist and at night he loves to drown 
his vics. 

MALIC: A member of A.S.K. Malic is in his early sixties 
and a man of the cloth. Malic claims to be a Priest, 
Rabbi, Shaman, Bishop, and clergy of several other 
religions. Basically he belongs to any group that would 
ordain him to their order. He speaks to God and he 
“thinks” God tells him who to kill.

ANDREW: A member of A.S.K. Andrew is a  man in his late 
thirties who has A.H.S., “Alien Hand Syndrome”, which is a 
medical condition that causes his hand to do things that 
he would rather it didn’t. He calls the hand “Little 
Andy”, This makes his job as an air traffic controller 
difficult. Andrew uses sarcasm as a weapon and he is 
always packing a gun or two.
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MARIO: A member of A.S.K. Mario... he’s butch, gay, and an 
African American man in his late thirties. A man who at 
first glance you would never guess is a female 
impersonator, or a serial killer for that matter. Mario 
always has to check out the new competition. Mario takes 
out people who bully other people and he does it in drag. 
I mean if you are going to rid the world of bullies, you 
should look good doing it.

BETTY: A member of A.S.K. A woman in her late thirties to 
early forties, originally from Texas, and lives up to the 
saying “everything from Texas is BIG!”. She now resides in 
Los Angeles and is a hair dresser who poisons people who 
have hurt her clients. After all, she is a full service 
beautician who enjoys baking as a hobby. Betty Crocker on 
crack?? She may bake you something that looks pretty, but 
look out, it’s laced with something that will kill you. 

LORRAINE: A woman in her late thirties working as an RN 
for a hospital in the geriatric unit. Lorraine is an angel 
of death who only Kevorkians those who have been vile to 
their families, amongst other things. Lorraine has been 
nurse of the month more than most, and bares no tolerance 
to those who deny health care to anyone... She does a 
thorough job. 

OLIVER: A man in his thirties who is the ultimate 
conspiracy theorist. Oliver believes the real truth is out 
there and he means to expose it. He has been tracking 
A.S.K. for over a year now and is convinced Aliens and 
Bigfoot are among us. He is a celebrity in the world of 
conspiracy theory, has written books, and given lectures. 
His partner is Sullivan and they are partners in every 
sense of the word.

SULLIVAN: A man in his thirties who, like Oliver, is an 
expert on conspiracy theories. He has written many books 
on the subject and is the Yin to Oliver’s Yang. Together 
they are planning to expose the A.S.K. group to make 
themselves international stars in their world.
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MOLLY: An attractive woman in her thirties she is the 
owner of the cafe “My Favorite Spot” that she inherited 
from her mother. She has become a licensed therapist. She 
sees Damian as he could be and wants to help him. She sees 
past Damian’s shyness, and her need to care for others 
takes over when she sees him. She also went out with Chris 
for two weeks and wishes she hadn't.

MISS SUSHI: Damian’s tropical fish and the only “woman” 
Damian can talk to, and only Damian hears her. Miss Sushi 
does give great advice even if it’s given in a sarcastic 
banter. She is Damian’s therapist, conscience, and 
cheering section when needed.

DR SHORT: A psychiatrist in his sixties who is not as 
ethical as he should be. He has been Catharine and 
Barbara’s doctor since childhood. He also sees the Make-Up 
A Broad ladies when they are in need, as well as Damian. 
He is always looking for ways to make a name for himself 
and become the next Dr. Phil.   

EPISODE GUIDE SYNOPSIS

Episode One (Pilot): Damian meets and falls in love with 
Sarah and after a tough day at work goes to his first 
A.S.K. Meeting. 

Episode Two: After joining A.S.K. Damian meets Oliver and 
Sullivan, goes out to eat with his mother, and Sarah comes 
over to his place for the first time. 

Episode Three: Damian meets with Warren his sponsor and it 
ends badly. Damian gets a visit from Vivian and Betty at 
his apartment. The next day he is confronted by Alicee and 
Patience at work. 

Episode Four: Oliver and Sullivan discuss the A.S.K. Group 
at their compound. Damian goes back to A.S.K. and meets 
Lorraine. Catherine and Barbara talk about getting help 
for Damian. The next day Damian teaches the training at 
work.
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Episode Five: Damian goes out on his first outing with 
Mario and it has an unexpected ending. Glen and Malic show 
up to save Damian. Chris and Damian go grocery shopping. 
Damian goes home to practice being a better A.S.K. Member. 
Ending the day at the cafe with Molly. 

Episode Six: Damian goes to another A.S.K. meeting, then 
back home to get ready for his date with Sarah. The 
following day he has a confrontation with Leslee and 
Brenda over a compact. Damian’s day ends with him going to 
therapy with Catharine and Barbara. 

Episode Seven: Mario and Betty help Damian look better 
with a haircut and new clothes. Oliver and Sullivan bug 
Betty’s salon. Glen shows up at Damian’s apartment. The 
next day at work we meet Damian’s cousin Bradford.  

Episode Eight: Damian arrives at work and gets attention 
due to his new appearance. He meets Chris for lunch and 
witnesses Bradford meeting Sarah. Damian and Betty bond 
over baking, which leads to the mishap of Rose Thorn. 

Episode Nine: Vivian and Glen show up at Betty’s salon 
right before the police do. Oliver and Sullivan document 
the event. Damian goes back to his office which is in 
chaos, as the ladies try to hide a mishap. 

Season One Summary:
After going through the tumultuous experience of joining 
A.S.K., Damian realizes he did the right thing for 
himself. However, there are still many unanswered 
questions that continue to torment him. Will he be able to 
keep both parts of his life separate from one another and 
able to maintain it? What is really going on at his work 
place Make-Up A Broad? Finally, the love he has for Sarah 
becomes more complicated due to another man she has become 
involved with, who happens to be Damian’s cousin. The 
pressure Damian is under from everyone in his life helps 
him justify joining A.S.K. and becoming a serial killer. 
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Pilot Summary: 
EXT. LOS ANGELES - NIGHT 
Shots of Los Angeles at night with people just going about 
their life, eating at a restaurant, going shopping, and 
waiting outside a bar to get in.

EXT. ALLEY BEHIND BAR- NIGHT 
It is three in the morning, about an hour after the bar’s 
last call. Everyone has hooked up and gone home with 
someone they don’t know. Suddenly Damian, in silhouette, 
carrying with great care a woman. He looks around, then 
places the woman on the ground. Damian takes a bouquet of 
cheap fake flowers out from under his shirt, and puts them 
in her hands as they rest over her chest like a flower 
girl at a Macabre wedding. His gloved hands are trying to 
keep the woman’s hands in place by taking a rope from his 
pocket and tying her hands together. He stands over her 
with his head cocked to the side.

EXT.- DARK ALLEY - NIGHT 
Out of no where appears the silhouette of someone walking 
down a dark alley. They stop for a moment to take out a 
cigarette and light it. Stepping into the light their face 
becomes visible, this is Glen. 

INT. DAMIAN’S APARTMENT - DAY 
Eight years earlier. Damian’s apartment would make even a 
first year college student cringe. The place looks like it 
has never been cleaned. Clothing and dirty dishes, with 
several computers in different states of repair, are 
strewn around the place. It’s a wonder a man with OCD can 
live like this. Damian, who seems at home in this chaos, 
is getting ready for work. His hair is a mess and his 
clothes are loose and ill fitted. Damian is making a bowl 
of kids’ sugar cereal with coke instead of milk in it, a 
side of bacon, and cheese from a can. In an expensive 
fishbowl sitting on the one clean table is a tropical 
fish.  

INT. HALLWAY APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY
As Damian bursts into the hallway on his way to work, he 
almost runs into woman but stops dead in his tracks. The 
woman has boxes stacked so high she can’t see Damian coming, 
but she hears him. He tries to get around her as she moves 
in the same direction he does, much like a dance. 
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INT. MAKE-UP A BROAD - DAY
A high end makeup company ran by mostly women. The Make-Up A 
Broad sign hangs from behind the reception desk. Brenda is 
at the front desk. There are a few people in the reception 
area waiting to be seen. The phone rings and Brenda answers 
it. 

INT. MAKE-UP A BROAD - DAMIAN’S OFFICE - DAY
A medium size office with lots of computer parts and bowls 
with different snacks in them. Each divided up in their own 
sections. We see Damian at his desk with one of those head 
lamps strapped to his head. He is working on a computer, 
when Alicee comes into his office carrying a box behind her 
back. She sits on the desk so that her breasts are in his 
face. 

INT. MAKE-UP A BROAD - HALLWAY - DAY 
Barbara goes down the hall after Mr. Ross. She stops to talk 
to Patience. Barbara takes a minute then goes into the rest 
room. Three men run out of the rest room they all look at 
Patience who shrugs and walks away.

INT. MAKE-UP A BROAD - MEN’S BATHROOM - DAY
Mr. Ross is using the urinal. Barbara walks up to the  
mirror, looks at herself, she takes out a lipstick, and 
reapplies it. Mr. Ross flushes and goes over to wash his 
hands.  

INT. DAMIAN’S OFFICE - LATE AFTERNOON/ EARLY EVENING
Damian’s phone beeps. It’s a text from Chris it reads. “WTF 
I’m waiting!!”. Damian grabs the phone and takes off. 

EXT. STREET IN LOS ANGELES - EVENING 
Damian is going down the street on his way to the cafe. A 
blond lady walks by him, he looks at her and trips, she 
laughs. Damian starts thinking of Sarah. 

DREAM SEQUENCE INT. HALLWAY DAMIAN’S APARTMENT - DAY 
Damian sees Sarah smiling at him. He imagines helping her up 
and then they kiss passionately. END DREAM SEQUENCE
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EXT. STREET IN LOS ANGELES - EVENING
Damian almost walks into traffic, a horn honks, and he stops 
right before walking into the cross walk. 

INT. “MY FAVORITE SPOT” CAFE - EVENING
Chris is  sitting at a booth waiting for Damian as usual. 
Damian crosses to Chris and sits down. Also in the cafe are 
Alicee, Patience, Leslee, and Brenda. 

FLASHBACKS INT. PSYCHIATRIST’S OFFICE - DAY
Damian is laying on a couch in Dr. Short’s office. Dr. Short 
is in a chair asleep. 

INT. DOCTOR STEEL’S OFFICE - DAY
Damian is sitting on a couch in a sex therapist office. As 
Dr. Steel starts to undress, she throws her shirt at Damian

INT. CLINIC ROOM - DAY
Damian is strapped to a chair. He is wearing a white T-shirt 
and underwear. There are several scantily clad women in the 
room and a nurse. Running up Damian’s leg and into his 
boxers are wires that are attached to his testicles. END 
FLASHBACKS

INT. “MY FAVORITE SPOT” CAFE - EVENING
Chris and Damian are still sitting in the cafe. Chris’s beer 
is half gone, Damian has not touched his. 

INT. MAKE-UP A BROAD CONFERENCE ROOM- DAY
Mr. Ross, Damian, Alicee, Brenda, Patience, and Leslee are 
sitting in chairs looking at Glen, who is standing in front 
of them. Glen is a used car salesman of self help, one of 
those team building guys. Glen has a large bag filled with 
two ends of a bridge, ten plastic human figures, and five 
pieces of string. 

INT. MAKE-UP A BROAD - DAMIAN’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON 
Damian is working on a computer. Glen appears in the doorway 
and is watching him. Damian feels someone looking at him and 
looks up.

EXT. MAKE-UP A BROAD OFFICE BUILDING - AFTERNOON
Glen is outside the building on the phone.

INT. MAKE-UP A BROAD DAMIAN’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON
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Damian is working on Alicee’s project when his phone rings. 
Damian’s phone reads MOM. 

INT. DR. SHORT’S OFFICE - LATE AFTERNOON
Catharine is with her sister Barbara. Both women are dressed 
to the nines. They are in Dr. Short’s office. Dr. Short is 
sitting at his desk going through his mail. Catharine has a 
cell phone in one hand and a bottle of pills in the other. 
She gestures with them both as she talks into her blue tooth 
device.  

INT. MAKE-UP A BROAD - DAMIAN’S OFFICE -  AFTERNOON
Damian picks up the phone and talks to his mother. Damian, 
frustrated, hang’s up the phone. He takes the flyer Glen 
gave him out of his bag, looks at it, then places it back in 
his bag, and goes back to working on Alicee’s project. 

INT. DR. SHORT’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON 
Catharine and Barbara finish their session with Dr. Short. 

EXT. OUTSIDE CIVIC CENTER - NIGHT
Glen and a few other people enter the building. Across the 
street in a car we see two men. One taking pictures and the 
other taking notes, this is Oliver and Sullivan. They are 
conspiracy theorists who are trying to expose the A.S.K. 
group. Damian shows up and Oliver snaps a shot, Sullivan 
writes in a note book.  

INT. CIVIC CENTER A.S.K. GROUP - NIGHT
Damian enters the civic center with his flyer in hand. The 
room is set up like your typical A.A. meeting. In the room 
there are some folding chairs in a circle, and table with 
drinks and odd snacks on it.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY 
Betty is standing in a kitchen making frosting. She is 
adding hair color and thirty volume peroxide to a bowl. 
Mario in an apron that reads “kiss the cook” is taking 
cupcakes out of the oven.  

INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT
We see a shadow of a hand making puppets on the wall. A 
duck, a dog, then the hand starts making strange moves in 
shadow. We see Andrew pull out his gun gangster style and 
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shoot a skinhead right in the crotch.

EXT. INDUSTRIAL AREA - NIGHT
Mario is dressed in drag and is tossing knives at a vic as 
he dances. The vic falls down, Mario picks up knives. 

INT. CHURCH - DAY
Malic is reading from a bible as he throws flowers at the 
vic.

INT. - BATHROOM - DAY 
Warren is drowning a vic in the toilet.

INT. V.I.P. ROOM OF A CLUB - NIGHT
Vivian is taking pictures of a starlet who looks like she 
slipped, fell, and broke her neck. Vivian sits down, picks 
up her drink, and downs it.

INT. CIVIC CENTER A.S.K. GROUP - NIGHT
All the serial killers have weapons at the ready. Mario has 
his favorite switch blade. Vivian pulls out another lens 
cap. Warren pulls out dish washing gloves and a small towel 
from his back pocket. Betty has pulled an ornate cupcake 
from a box. Andrew’s hand twitches at his side and his other 
hand holds his gun. Malic pulls out a vial of holy water.
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